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Abstract: In teleoperation of mobile robots the operator is remotely located. As a result,
generally the human perception of the remote environment is distorted affecting the mission
negatively. Visual information can be degraded because of video images bandwith, time lags,
frame rates, point of view and motion effects among other reasons. Although many researchers
have proposed a variety of methods for measuring perception, just a few can be used in control
closed loop systems. This paper aims to provide a novel metric to the human visual inattention
upon risk for a remotely navigated mobile robot. We present both qualitative and quantitative
guidelines for designing the metric in a teleoperation of a mobile robot. The method allows
to incorporate the metric in a control closed loop system, and task consists in guiding the
robot from an initial point to a final one as quick as possible, considering the constraint of
avoiding collisions. Furthermore, a haptic cue based on the metric is proposed in order to help
the human to avoid collisions. A system stability analysis considering time varying delays is
proposed. Additionally, we present a human in the loop experiment of a teleoperation of a
3D mobile robot simulator in order to remark the advantages of using human factors in the
controller.
Keywords: Selective of attention, Visual Attention, Human Factors, Teleoperation of mobile
robots, Metric.
1. INTRODUCTION
Robot teleoperation allows the execution of different tasks
in remote environments including possibly dangerous and
harmful jobs for the human operator (Sheridan, 1992a).
In the teleoperation systems of robots with force feedback,
a user completes some task and physically interacts with
the environment through a master-slave system. Thus,
several control schemes and strategies for the teleoperation
of mobile robots have been developed in order to solve
tasks such as land surveying in inaccessible or remote
sites, transportation and storage of hazardous material,
inspection of high-voltage power lines, de-activation of
explosive devices, high-risk fire control, pesticide and fer-
tilizer crop spraying and dusting, mining exploration and
various other tasks (Sheridan, 1992b; Sayers, 1999; Slutski,
1998; Fiorini and Oboe, 1997; Elhajj et al., 2003; Lam
et al., 2009; Sanders, 2010).
Recent years have seen an increasing development in the
bilateral teleoperation algorithms, like (Daly and Wang,
2014) and (Willaert et al., 2014), but (Fong and Thorpe,
2001) states that despite the advances in automation, will
always exist the need of a human in the loop for the
teleoperation of vehicles. Some researchers have focused
his attention over the consideration of human operator
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aspects, due to the overall performance of bilateral tele-
operation systems relies on them. (Chen et al., 2007)
presents an examination of more than 150 papers covering
human performance issues and mitigation solutions for
teleoperated systems.
In the case of guiding a remote mobile robot, visual
feedback can often be limited by the on-board camera
restriction, like restricted field of view (FOV) and poor
resolution (McCarley and Wickens, 2005; Diolaiti and
Melchiorri, 2002). If the operator perception is reduced due
to a poor visual stimulus, the teleoperation could result
in undesired collisions with remote obstacles. Providing
haptic cues could mitigate this limitations.
(Ratwani et al., 2010) stated that Perception is one of the
human factors elements most used to develop on-line mea-
sures. There are several reasons why perception is probably
the most relevant of the three stages, since the perception
stage is the first to occur (as it is shown in Endsley, 1995);
without perception, neither comprehension nor projection
can take place. In addition, (Jones and Endsley, 1996) has
empirically shown that lack of perception is responsible for
over 75 % of pilot errors.
1.1 Previous works
Although (Son et al., 2013) achieve useful human centered
design and evaluation about haptic cueing to help the
operator in a teleoperation of multiple robots, neither
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the control or the interface are adapted to the human
performance.
Recently, a number of researchers have focused their at-
tention on human perspective studies in mobile robot
teleoperation, but few works have addressed the case of
including metrics of command execution in the control
loop. This means that the control law is designed for an on-
line adaptation to the human performance, which can be
very varies during a task and between different operators.
On-line control adaptation requires on-line measures, and
these kind of metrics are difficult to design. Typically
measures use subjective methods (Taylor, 1990), query
based methods such as (Endsley, 1995) and (Durso and
Dattel, 2004), and implicit performance methods (Andre
et al., 1991). While these methods are suitable for under-
standing some aspects of human performance, facilitating
cognitive engineering design, and improving training, they
are not suitable for closed control loops. In (Salmon et al.,
2006), there is a summary of Situation Awareness mea-
surement techniques. Only Process Indices or some Real
Time methods can be used as control feedback signal,
like Eye tracker (based on human gaze), Verbal Protocol
Analysis (based on human verbalization) and the Situation
Present Assessment Method (SPAM) (Durso et al., 1998).
Generally, the on-line visual tracker methods are based on
counting how many times users look an specific place.
On the other hand, (Slawin˜ski et al., 2012) proposed a
teleoperation control framework where a mobile robot is
guided using a haptic device, which allows the operator
to perceives information of the remote site. (Penizzotto
et al., 2014) proposes an on-line metric about commands
performance in the teleoperation of a mobile robot with-
out time delay, which was considerer in the control law.
(Chavez et al., 2010) present a method to modelling the
inattention of a human while driving a car, based on the
human gaze and the forward path. They have demonstrate
that in the system presented, the human inattention was
similar to a variable delay.
1.2 Objective and Outline
The aim of this work is to propose an on-line method
to get the human visual inattention upon risk in teleop-
eration of mobile robots, and include this metric in the
control system considering a dynamic environment. The
method proposed quantifies the human visual inattention,
including the decision of where he decides to focus his
gaze and some cognitive processes related to the visual
information processing. The method is non-intrusive and it
does not require to freeze the task or any kind of query. The
metric obtained can be incorporated in a control closed
loop, modifying the Human Machine Interface, and/or the
controller parameters. In this case, we have proposed a
haptic cue based on force feedback, which depends on the
metric proposed. We show the stability analysis proposed
for the system, and we demonstrate that the inclusion of
this haptic cue strengths the stability of the errors of inter-
est. A human in the loop experiment was performed when
an operator drives a remote simulated robot navigating
over a 3D virtual reality simulator environment.
This work is organized as follows: First, the frame work of
the system is presented. After that, section 3 exposes the
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teleoperation control system with the haptic cue including
the metric. In the section 4 we define the metric and
expose the main method proposed. Next, on section 6 an
explanation about the implementation of the system and
some experiments are shown. Finally, the conclusions are
given.
2. FRAMEWORK
In order to understand how humans process input infor-
mation, figure 1 shows a model of the human information
processing stages presented in (Wickens and Hollands,
2000), who described each stage.
On the other hand, a Human-Robot operated system is
characterized by a human operator interacting with a
remote working environment through the robot. Multiple
tasks are treated. Some of them are managed by the
automation systems and others by the user. The Environ-
ment is formed by the place where the robot is situated,
mobile and stuck obstacles and other robots operated by
other humans or controllers.
These systems can be represented by a robot state vector
X, one or more goals to be tracked (references vector) J(t),
and variable constraints to accomplish R(t).
Figure 2(a) represents a two states system, with a vari-
able restriction zone to the states. The main task to be
achieved by the operator consists in guiding the state
vectors X = [x1(t) . . . xn(t)] (in this work it corresponds
to the position of the robot), from the initial point A
(X0) to the final one B (Xf ), as nearby as possible to
the trajectory J = [x1ref (t) . . . xnref (t)] (n is the num-
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Fig. 3. Static human-robot interaction
ber of state variables of the robot). At the same time,
the state vector X should remains as far as possible
from the boundaries of the Variant Constraints Region
R = [g1(X, t,Environment) . . . gp(X, t,Environment)].
This means that the robot should follow a reference tra-
jectory but avoiding positions included in the constrains.
In figure 2(b) it is shown a representation of the human-
robot system face in this work. The main task consists in
guiding the remote robot from current values X = [x1 ; x2]
to reference values Xref = [x1ref ; x2ref ]. In this teleop-
eration systems we want to avoid collisions with others
robots or obstacles, so a restriction for the robot position
arises. From the gap between X(t) (robot position) and
each limitation gi(x,Environment, t) (position of obsta-
cles) emerges a level of risk (named P = [P1 P2, Pp]) due
to each i restriction (obstacle). A value of 1 means that the
constraint is being violated (collapse state) and 0 means
that there is no way to reach the limits gi. The operator
should guide the robot keeping each elements of P ∈ [0, 1]
as low as possible.
Due to the current field of view of the camera and the
gaze over the screen, the operator can poorly perceive the
risk, which is represented by A(t), defined in this work
as the level of attention over the risk P (t). It is assumed
that P (t) changes dynamically. Additionally, the quantity
of obstacles or elements that generates a risk situation is
priori unknown and variable in time. Secondary tasks can
appear although they were not modeled by the designer of
the control system. The operator must decide the level
of priority that the secondary task represents against
attending each source of danger Pi (i identifies each
obstacle).
Figure 3 shows a general situation faced in this work,
where a user want to drive the robot from A to B (main
task) without crashing against any obstacle. Besides, vi-
sual feedback is limited by the on-board camera restric-
tions (triangle of the figure), like limited field of view
(FOV) and poor resolution.
3. BILATERAL TELEOPERATION
3.1 Control Architecture on the Remote Site
This paper proposes a teleoperation systems in which a
human operator drives a wheeled robot in an unknown
environment, while he perceives the environment near the
robot through visual feedback. In addition, a haptic force
feedback in the master helps the human in the guidance of
the robot. Figure 4 shows the block representation of the
system proposed.
On the master side, a haptic device using two-degree-of-
freedom (DOF) were considered (n = 2), which is modelled
by
Mm(q) q¨m + C(qm, q˙m) ˙qm + g(qm) = τm + fh (1)
where qm(t) ∈ <nx1 is the joint position of the master (in
this work qm(t) = [qm1(t) qm2(t)]
T , n = 2); ˙qm(t) ∈ <nx1
is the joint velocity (in this work ˙qm(t) = [q˙1(t) ˙qm2(t)]
T )
; Mm(qm) ∈ <nxn is the inertia matrix; C(qm, ˙qm) ∈ <nxn
is the matrix representing centripetal and Coriolis torques;
g(qm) ∈ <nx1 is the gravitational torque; fh ∈ <nx1 is the
torque caused by the human operator force, and τm ∈ <nx1
is the control torque applied to the master.
For the case of teleoperation of wheeled robots, the dy-
namic model of a unicycle-type mobile robot is considered
[15]. It has two independently actuated rear wheels and is
represented by,
Dη˙ +Q(η)η = τs + fe (2)
where η = [η1 η2]
T is the robot velocity vector with η1
and η2 representing the linear and angular velocity of the
mobile robot, fe is the force caused by the elements of the
environment on the robot, D = [m 0 ; 0 i] and Q = [0 −
maω ; maω 0]; where m is the mass of the robot, i is the
rotational inertia, and a is the distance between the mass
centre and the geometric centre. In addition, τ = [u1 u2]
involves a control force u1 =
1
rω
(u
left
+ u
right
) and a
control torque u2 =
1
rω
(u
right
− u
left
), where rω > 0 is the
radius of the wheels, c > 0 is the half-width of the cart,
and u
left
and u
right
are the torques of the left and right
rear wheels respectively. Furthermore, the communication
channel adds a forward time delay h1 and a backward
time delay h2. Generally, these delays are time-varying and
different between them (asymmetric delays).
Figure 5 shows the teleoperated system of this work, whose
control structure is well known in teleoperation systems of
manipulator robots (Nun˜o et al., 2008; Hua and Liu, 2010),
but in this case, a metric of a human aspect is incorporated
in the control loop of the haptic device.
The control scheme in the remote side establishes the
control actions to the robot, as follows,
τs = ks(kgqm(t− h1)− uk(t)− η(t)) +Q(η)η(t) (3)
where τs ∈ <2x1 is the torque applied to the robot and
kg ∈ <2x1 converts position of the master to a velocity
command (compatible with the restrictions about maxi-
mum velocity of the mobile robot). The parameter ks ∈
<2x1 is a positive constant and represents a proportional
gain. The delayed command of the operator can be written
as uh = kgqm(t−h1). uk is a velocity impedance (bounded)
that reduces the intensity of the commands on the remote
site in order to prevent collisions ((Slawiski et al., 2012)).
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Fig. 4. Haptic bilateral teleoperation system
Fig. 5. Control applied to the mobile robot and haptic feedback
3.2 Control Architecture in Local Site. Haptic feedback
In the literature, two classes of haptic cues are typically
considered as force feedback sources in conventional tele-
operation systems: 1) The mismatch between the com-
mand of the master and the execution of the slave in
terms of position or velocity, which is called as master-
slave tracking error (q − xs or q˙ − x˙s); 2) the force mea-
sured by a force sensor mounted on the slave in contact
with the environment fs; 3) a linear combination of both,
(Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean, 2001). Generally, a PD
control control law is applied to the first error mentioned
while a P control is suitable for the second error.
In our case, some consideration should be noted. First,
the master-slave tracking error defined upon cannot be
directly applied given that the desired velocity for the
robot is proportional to q rather than q˙ in accordance with
our control scheme. Second, we do not want real contact
force acting on the slave side since avoiding obstacles is
desired in this task. So, there is not a real fs. Finally, the
metric proposed about wrong visual selection of attention
allow us to include this information as a haptic cue to the
human, in order to reduce the mobility of the robot. Hence,
we define our force feedback control as
τm = −km(t) qm(t)− αm q˙m(t) + g(t) (4)
where τm ∈ <2x1 is the torque applied to the master, αm ∈
<2x2 (diagonal) is a constant damping gain that is tuned in
order to assure the stability of the system (better explained
in section 5), km(t) = km0 + ∆km (t, qmq˙m,Me) > ε
(km(t) ∈ <2x2, diagonal) represents the scaling of force
applied to the master, where
∆km(t) = Me(t)(ε+ km0) tanh
(
qmq˙m
(qmq˙m)max
)
(5)
is a variable gain proportional to the metric to human
visual inattention (Me(t)), which rises the total elasticity
of the master when the operator is having a bad selection
of visual attention (this metric is defined in section 4). In
addition, g(t) is a torque that compensate the gravitational
force of the master. ε > 0 is a tuning parameter for
scaling Me. It can be noted that km is bounded and
∆km qm q˙m ≥ 0.
If the system senses a poor performance of the human
attention in front of risk situations (risk of collision with
obstacles), the elasticity rises and the joystick tends to the
origin (the operator needs more effort to move the joy-
stick). This cue helps the user to prevent a bad command
due to bad attention.
4. METRIC
For a teleoperated system of a mobile robot, we stablish
a metric called Visual Selective Inattention (Me), defined
as:
”The inattention that a human operator has about the
existing risk in the remote site, only based on his visual
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Fig. 6. Quantitative components of the metric proposed
selection of attention” (in this work the level of risk is
considered as the robot-obstacle collisions probability ).
4.1 Qualitative definitions
• Ideal Visual Perception (Pid(t)):
Human perfect perception of the risk around the
remote site. Pid is the human exact knowledge of the
actual robot-obstacle collisions probabilities.
Pid(t) = [P1(t), P2(t), . . . , Pp(t)] (6)
• Possible Visual Perception (Pre(t)):
Maximum human perception of the risk around the
remote site, based only on his visual information. Pre
is the human visual estimation of the actual robot-
obstacle collisions probabilities.
Pre(t) = (P1(t)A1(t), P2(t)A2(t), . . . , Pp(t)Ap(t))
(7)
Where Ai represents the maximum level of the
operator perception over the risk Pi, only based on
his visual information. Ai estimates how accurate the
operator can estimate Pi based on his visual inspec-
tion (0 : 1 normalized). Modelling Ai is presented in
section 4.2.
Considering (6) and (7), Me is defined as the distance
between Ideal Visual Perception and Possible Visual Per-
ception, establishing a quantitative measurement of the
human visual disattention about the surrounding risk.
Me(t) = ‖Pid(t)− Pre(t)‖ =√
(P1 − P1A1)2 + . . .+ (Pq − PqAq)2
(8)
Me = 0 means that the operator is able to achieve an
excellent perception of the risk around, and Me =
√
q
means that there is no way to perceives the collision
probabilities due to the q obstacles.
In figure 6, a graphic representation for the metric is
presented (3 obstacles). Te robot has a collision probability
against each obstacle (Pi), but he is not able to estimate
each risk with the same accuracy (Ai). Visual inatten-
tion (Me) corresponds to the distance between the ideal
knowledge of the collision probabilities and the maximum
possible estimation of them.
This method allows a direct comparison of the inattention
of one moment t1 with s objects against other t2 with w
objects. The upper limit of the scale is non linear and is
higher when appears more obstacles.
4.2 Calculation of the factor Ai
It is well known that, although selective attention can
occur without a change in direction of gaze (Egeth and
Yantis, 1997), our gaze is often driven by our need to
attend. We can also assume that when the visual in-
formation about a risk situation is not available at the
initial cognitive stage, the situation can be perceived. It
is reasonable to think that a bad selection of the visual
attention will lead to poor perception. As it was mentioned
before, we are interested in the detecting poor perception
of collision probabilities. We want to know how accurate
can the collisions probability be estimated by the human.
It is difficult to estimate the level of good perception,
but we can deduce about bad perception after knowing
that if the information of the visual stimulus (risk) is not
available, probably bad perception is achieve.
This paper complements the user’s gaze with two cognitive
visual process about selective of attention in order to get
a better measure of poor visual perception. First, only a
small region of the visual field perceives details. This region
is called fovea and it is about 2 degrees of visual angle.
Outside this region, the visual details start to degrade.
Second, we consider the characteristic of a human to retain
the signals perceived by his sensory processing system
(STSS) for an interval of time, in which he could still
recover visual information. The time of the STSS depends
on each person, therefore, we have considered the average
time (Wickens and Hollands, 2000). This work uses three
stages to get the final variable A(t).
Figure 7 represents the field of view of the operator
(triangle), respect to the Reference Frame sited on board
the robot. The user inspects the remote environment
through visual scanning on the screen (local site) in order
to estimate the collisions probabilities, but his visual
information is limited. ϕvisual is the angle of the fixation
point of the human’s field of view respect to the reference
frame (screen). This angle is measured with a gaze tracker
software. ϕobject is the angle of the obstacle respect to the
robot frame., and it is measured estimating the position of
the obstacle respect to the robot (measured with a laser
scanner) and the camera rotation angle. ϕfovea is the angle
of the object respect to the middle of the field of view
(Visual fixation point).
Taking into account the scope of the human visual channel
dvisual and ϕfovea, we can determine if the obstacle is in or
out of the human field of view (FOV). Equation (9) shows
the values to Ain when the obstacle is IN or OUT of the
FOV.
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Ain =
{
1, IN
0, OUT
}
(9)
From the figure 10, it can be noted that ϕfovea = ϕobject−
ϕvisual. The left subplot of figure 8 shows Afovea factor as
a function of ϕfovea. The central zone is the one called
fovea region. For simplicity, we have considered that the
visual fixation point locates a Gauss function in order
to achieve an approximated model for the degradation of
the information when going away the foveal region. This
function weighs the visual information contained in the
screen (position of an obstacle) when appears an obstacle
around the fixation point, and it is described by equation
10. Angle ϕwide depends on the spacial distribution and
complexity of the information. Fovea region is bounded to
20◦ for this application, empirically determined after trial
and error. Therefore, ϕwide = 40.
Afovea = e
−
ϕ2
fovea
2(ϕwide) (10)
On the right subplot, it is show the function for modelling
the Short-Term Sensory Store (STSS) described above.
After the disappearance of a visual stimulus, during a time
TSTSS (time interval considered for the visual STSS), the
information of the stimulus can be recover from the STSS
by the cognition human stage. Particularly for the human
visual channel (VSTM: Visual Short Term Memory), 0.50
seconds or more are considered, depending on the infor-
mation involved (Luck and Hollingworth, 2008).
Finally, figure 9 shows the accomplishment of the visual
features mentioned. First, for each obstacle, the Ain fac-
tor considers the relative position between the obstacles
and the gaze user. Then, Afovea is calculated as it was
previously described. After that, the STSS stage takes
the signal AinAfovea as the input signal and distinguishes
between increasing and decreasing slopes. When rising
slopes occur, the output signal Ai copies the value of the
input signal. This means that the object is moving to the
center of the field of view (fixation point). On the contrary,
when ascents slopes take place (object moving away of the
visual fixation point), the output Ai adds a transport delay
TSTSS in the input signal. This action is done until a new
increasing slope is detected.
4.3 Quantitative definitions
Figure 10 shows several situations that throw different
values of the metric proposed. In the case named 1, the
metric takes the best value (Me = 0) since the human
can have a good visual attention respect to both obstacles
(A1 = A2 = 1). When the operator can attends only to
the obstacle 1, the metric achieves 0.20 (case 2). Case 3 is
comparable with case 2 since the risk levels are equal, but
differs in the limitation of visual attention over the obstacle
1 (Ai = 0.50), causing Me = 0.44. It is high because the
information is not present in the cognition stage. In the
next case (4), risk due to obstacle 2 can be attended by
the user, while a high risk caused by the obstacle 1 is can
not be perceived by the operator (Me = 0.80) due to a
poor selection of visual attention. Case (5) has the worst
attention condition since the user does not see any obstacle
during a time interval greater than TSTSS (Me = 0.82)
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and (Me = 1.40). Finally in (6), being t(n)−t(n−2) < 0.5,
with 0.5 as the retain period of time for the visual STSS,
visual information (localization) of both obstacles is still
available for the cognitive process, therefore, A1 = A2 = 1
and Me = 0.
It is important to remark the difference between this
method and the well known gaze tracker. Taking into ac-
count the case 6, for simply computing the visual attention
based only on the user’s gaze at the actual time t(n), we
would conclude that it is not possible to attend the risk
around (A1 = A2 = 0) as the operator is not looking
at the obstacle. On the other hand, using the method
proposed, the inattention of the operator is low because
he could extract information about the pending conflict
(A1 = A2 = 1).
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Fig. 10. Dissimilar situation for the metric proposed
5. SYSTEM STABILITY ANALYSIS
It is important to highlight the common states variables
that should be analyzed in a teleoperation system. They
are: 1) the master-slave tracking error, 2) the dimension
of the master velocity (q˙ should be bounded or tend to 0)
and 3) the dimension of the acceleration of the master (q¨
should tend to 0).
Before to deepen about de stability analysis, the following
ordinary properties, assumptions and lemmas will be used
in it:
On the other hand, the following ordinary properties,
assumptions and lemmas will be used in this paper:
Property 1: The inertia matrices Mm (qm) and D are
symmetric positive definite.
Property 2: The matrix M˙m (qm) − 2Cm (qm, q˙m) is
skew-symmetric.
Property 3: There exists a kc > 0 such that
Cm (qm, q˙m) q˙m ≤ kc|q˙m|.
Assumption 1: The time delays h1 (t) and h2 (t) are
bounded. Therefore, there exist positive scalars h¯1 and h¯2
such that 0 ≤ h1 (t) ≤ h¯1 and 0 ≤ h2 (t) ≤ h¯2 for all t.
Assumption 2: The human operator behaves in a non-
passive way, represented by the following model,
fh = −khqm − αhq˙m + fa (11)
where kh and αh are positive intrinsic parameters of the
human operator, and fa is the active component of fh. It
is assumed that fa ∈ L2 .
Assumption 3: The environment force and the non-
passive component of the human force are bounded, this is
|fe| ≤ f¯e and |fa| ≤ f¯a where f¯e and f¯a are positive values.
Lemma 1 (Hua and Liu, 2010): For real vector functions
a (.) and b (.) and a time-varying scalar h (t) with 0 ≤
h (t) ≤ h¯, the following inequality holds
− 2aT (t)
t∫
t−h(t)
b (ξ)dξ −
t∫
t−h(t)
bT (ξ)Xb (ξ) dξ
≤ h (t) aT (t) X−1a (t) ≤ h¯aT (t) X−1a (t) (12)
where X > 0 is a positive definite matrix.
Next, a positive definite functional Vi = V1+V2+V3+V4 >
0 is proposed. It is important to remark that there is not an
equilibrium point but a Krasovskii-like equilibrium solu-
tion that depends on the state x := [q˙m (η − kgqm) qm]
in the time interval [(t− h1 − h2) , t] (Niculescu, 2001;
Slawin˜ski et al., 2006).
The functional is formed by five parts: V1 represents
the motion energy of the master and mobile robot, V2
represents the potential energy of the error between the
master and the mobile robot, V3 represents the potential
energy of the master, and V4 is included for mathematical
reasons in order to transform the terms that include
delayed variables to terms with non-delayed variables. The
first three sub-functional are proposed in the following
manner:
V1 =
1
2
q˙TmMm (qm) q˙m (13)
V2 =
1
2
(η − kgqm)T (η − kgqm) (14)
V3 =
1
2
(kh + km0) q
T
mqm (15)
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The time derivative of V1 along the master dynamics (1),
taking into account properties 1 and 2, is the following
one,
V˙1 =
1
2
q˙TmM˙mq˙m + q˙
T
mMmq¨m
=
1
2
q˙TmM˙mq˙m
+ q˙TmMmM
−1
m (τm + fh −Cmq˙m − gm)
= q˙Tm (τm + fh − gm)
= q˙Tm (τm − gm) + q˙Tmfh (16)
Now, if the control action τm (4) is included in (16), and
considering (11), it yields,
V˙1 =− q˙Tm km0 qm − q˙Tm ∆km qm
− q˙Tm (αm + αh) q˙m + q˙Tmfa − kh q˙Tmqm
(17)
Next, V˙2 along the dynamics of the wheeled robot (2) is
obtained as,
V˙2 = (η − kgqm)T (η˙ − kgq˙m)
= (η − kgqm)T η˙ − kg (η − kgqm)T q˙m (18)
= ks (η − kgqm)T D−1(kgqm (t− h1)− uk − η
+ kgqm − kgqm)− kg (η − kgqm)T q˙m
+ (η − kgqm)T D−1fe (19)
=−ks (η − kgqm)T D−1 (η − kgqm)
− kg (η − kgqm)T q˙m + (η − kgqm)T D−1fe
− kskg (η − kgqm)T D−1
t∫
t−h1
q˙m (ξ)dξ
−ks (η − kgqm)T D−1uk (20)
Additionally, the time derivative of V3 is calculated,
V˙3 = (kh + km0) q
T
mq˙m (21)
It is possible to appreciate in (20) there is delayed vari-
able that makes the stability analysis difficult,(the term:
−kskg (η − kgqm)T D−1
t∫
t−h1
qm (ξ) dξ. For solving this, V5
is proposed as follows:
V4 =
0∫
−h¯1
t∫
t+θ
q˙Tm (ξ) Xq˙m (ξ) dξ dθ (22)
where X is a positive definite matrix.
From (22), and considering assumption 1, V˙4 can be
computed by,
V˙4 ≤+ h¯1q˙Tm X q˙m −
t∫
t−h1
q˙Tm (ξ) X q˙m (ξ) dξ (23)
V˙ can be written considering equations (17)-(23) in the
following way:
V˙ = V˙1 + V˙2 + V˙3 + V˙4
=−q˙Tm km0 qm − q˙Tm ∆km qm
− q˙Tm (αm + αh) q˙m + q˙Tmfa − kh q˙Tmqm
−ks (η − kgqm)T D−1 (η − kgqm)
− kg (η − kgqm)T q˙m + (η − kgqm)T D−1fe
− kskg (η − kgqm)T D−1
t∫
t−h1
q˙m (ξ)dξ
−ks (η − kgqm)T D−1uk
+ (kh + km0) q
T
mq˙m
+ h¯1q˙
T
m X q˙m −
t∫
t−h1
q˙Tm (ξ) X q˙m (ξ) dξ (24)
On one hand, the three terms that include q˙Tmqm can
be cancel between them. On the other hand, using the
property −2ab ≤ a2 + b2, we can state that
−kg (η − kgqm)T q˙m ≤
k2g
4
q˙Tm q˙m+(η − kgqm)T (η − kgqm)
(25)
Next, the two terms with integrals can be conveniently
joined using Lemma 1 (12) as it is shown in Eq. (26)
−
t∫
t−h1
q˙Tm (ξ) Xq˙m (ξ) dξ
− kskg (η − qm)T D−1
t∫
t−h1
q˙m (ξ) dξ
≤ 1
4
h¯1k
2
gk
2
s (η − qm)T D−1X−1D−1 (η − qm)(26)
Then, from (24), (25) and (26), V˙ is written as follows:
V˙ =−q˙Tm ∆km qm − q˙Tm (αm + αh) q˙m + q˙Tmfa
−ks (η − kgqm)T D−1 (η − kgqm)
+
k2g
4
q˙Tm q˙m + (η − kgqm)T (η − kgqm)
+ (η − kgqm)T D−1fe − ks (η − kgqm)T D−1uk
+ h¯1q˙
T
m X q˙m
+
1
4
h¯1k
2
gk
2
s (η − qm)T D−1X−1D−1 (η − qm) (27)
Regrouping terms of V˙ , we achieve to:
V˙ =− q˙Tm ∆km qm
+ q˙Tm
(
−αm − αh +
k2g
4
+ h¯1 X
)
q˙m
+ (η − kgqm)T . . .
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(
−ksD−1 + I + 1
4
h¯1k
2
gk
2
sD
−1X−1D−1
)
(η − kgqm)
+ q˙Tmfa + (η − kgqm)T D−1fe
−ks (η − kgqm)T D−1uk (28)
Equation (28) let us conclude that: (1) considering X−1 =
1
k2s
, ∃ ks > 0 and αm > 0 such that V˙ < 0. (2) the terms
containing fe, fa or uk are system disturbances bounded
by other quadratic and negative term (in particular, uk
is generated by the remote controller when an obstacle
is near the robot in order to avoid collisions). The three
signals are bounded, so disturbances are bounded. The
controller can be set to assure the stability of the system.
When fe, fa and uk are zero, the error will tend to zero
too. Otherwise, the errors tend to a ball. In addition, the
inclusion of ∆km reinforce the stability of the errors (note
that the term is always negative, except for q˙mqm = 0).
6. EXPERIMENTS
A Human In The Loop (HITL) experiment is proposed,
defined as a model that requires human interaction. In
this type of simulation a human is always part of the
simulation and consequently influences the outcome in
such a way that is difficult if not impossible to reproduce
exactly. HITL also readily allows for the identification
of problems and requirements that may not be easily
identified by other means of simulation. HITL is often
referred to as interactive simulation, which is a special
kind of physical simulation in which physical simulations
include human operators, such as in a flight simulator or
a driving simulator. The experimentation consists on a
teleoperation of a mobile robot running on a 3D virtual
environment (developed under Simulink/Matlab) trough
Internet. The communication between local and remote
side was performed over a LAN network Local Network,
so the time delay is almost depreciable.
Using a simulated robot allows to have a controllable
environment, repeatability of the conditions of the en-
vironment and ease enforcement of experiments, which
allows to have a big number of trials with different human
operators or the same operator under different conditions.
Although the robot is simulated, the operator, his visual
feedback and the master device are real.
6.1 Participant
For this paper 10 participants (age range: 20 - 55 years)
from the National University of San Juan took part in this
experiments. None presented any physical disability. All of
them took part in at least 3 times in each of the three cases
described.
6.2 Equipment
The equipment mainly consisted on a central display (3
computer monitor 19”) and a haptic device for the local
side, a Local Network connection as communication chan-
nel, and a 3D simulated mobile robot with a speed control
loop incorporated navigating on a virtual environment
with moving obstacles around (on the remote side). The
Fig. 11. Photograph to the local site of the system for the
experimentations
central display shows view of the camera on board the
robot.
A photograph of the local site if shown in the figure 11.
Sample time in the local side for the master device was
10ms due to q˙ computation and damping force feedback
((αm + αV A)q˙). Data transmission rate and sample time
in the remote side were made at 50ms.
A commercial haptic device (Novint Falcon) was used as
the master device. It is a three-DOF (only 2 were used)
with three translational actuated axes (http://home.
novint.com/index.php/products/novintfalcon).
In order to estimate the fixation point of the human
gaze, an open-source gaze tracker developed at the IT
University of Copenhagen called ITU Gaze Tracker was
used (http://www.gazegroup.org/downloads). After an
initial calibration, it estimates the coordinates (x − y)
of the fixation point of the gaze respect the screen, only
using a webcam (in our case, http://www.logitech.com/
en-us/product/hd-pro-webcam-c920 ).
Finally, instructions on manipulating the haptic device
and experimental procedure were presented to the user
on a pre-experiment windows information.
6.3 Control Parameters
The speed control loop on the robot is incorporated on
the robot computer as a low level control loop, which is
previously well adjusted, therefore, speed references send
to the robot and it controller are expected to be well
followed.
For the controller of the master device, we have set km =
diag{10Nsm ; 3Nsm } and αm = diag{2Nss ; 2Nsm } and ε = 20
after a tuning procedure in which the robot was guided
to an obstacle (rising the collision probability), without
looking at it (Me = 1).
Finally, in order to transform the position of the mas-
ter to a speed reference, kg is established as kg =
diag{20.0 1s ; 10.0 1s}
The range of the master positions in both axis is from
−0.05[m] to 0.05[m], therefore, the maximum speed linear
and angular references are 1.0[m/s] and 0.5[rad/s].
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Fig. 12. Environment and path to follow
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Fig. 13. Trajectory of the robot and 2 moving obstacles
6.4 Procedure
In the experiment, participants were required to manoeu-
vre a mobile robot, using the haptic control device while
they see the video on the screen. The path to be followed
by the robot was straight and difficult to follow due to
obstacles movements. Figure 12 shows an illustration of
the task and the remote environment. The participants
were ask to perform the task as quickly as possible, while
they faced some visual distractions like checking some
signals on a monitor next to the main screen or seeing
to other places away the screen.
Before to start the experimentation, a tutorial and training
session was provided to each participant in order to get
them familiarized with the joystick device and with the
procedure.
6.5 Results
Figure 13 shows the trajectory of the robot and obstacles,
of one short experiment made. First positions correspond
to light points and finals position to darks points. In can be
noted that the robot has to change it mains task (following
the trajectory straight) in order to avoid collisions.
The collision probability of the robot respect the obstacle
1 and the corresponding visual channel information ( P1
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Fig. 14. Experimentation driving the robot across the
environment (Robot-Obstacle 1)
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Fig. 15. Experimentation driving the robot across the
environment (Robot-Obstacle 2)
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Fig. 16. Experimentation driving the robot across the
environment(Metric)
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and ASTSS−1 ) are shown in figure 14. On the other hand,
figure 15 shows the same information corresponding to the
obstacle 2. Finally, figure 16 shows the on-line computation
of the visual inattention as it was proposed in this work,
conferring direct information about partial aspects of the
operator’s perception.
At Time = 0.5s or Time = 5.5s (case A), there is not risk
around, so despite the human selection of visual attention,
the metric has a low value, which means no inattention.
At Time = 2s (case B), collision probability of obstacle 1
and 2 are high, and the obstacles are not being captured
by his visual channel. Therefore, there is no way to be able
to perceive the risk. His inattention is poor (high values
of the Me). Finally, at time = 6.3s (case C), collision
probability of obstacle 1 is high, but the visual stimulus is
present for a deeper perception cognition process, so the
inattention is low.
It can be seen that when there exists an obstacle that
generates high levels of risk (high collision probability),
establishing a situation of risk to the completion of the
main task (drive the robot through the desired trajectory),
the metric proposed achieve high values if the operator
visually ignores such risk (maximum value for 2 objects:√
2). On the contrary, Me is near to 0 when the human
is able to estimates the high collision probability situation
based on the cognitive process of his visual channel; or
when there is not a collision probability.
7. DISCUSSION
(Lathan and Tracey, 2002) express that teleoperation re-
quires a complex combination of the operator’s cognitive,
perceptual, and motor skills. So, a human that teleoperates
a mobile robots should be helped in order to prevent
collisions since the perception of the remote environment
is limited. In this sense, force feedback cuing is the option
chosen in this work. Our force feedback law include three
cuing that helps the user to: (1) keeping low the master
tracking error (synchronizing error), (2) reducing the com-
mand energy in presence of time delays, and (3) reducing
the command energy under visual distractions. The user
do not need to identify the specific cue.
An on-line and precise estimation of the perception or
attention are difficult to achieve because of the well known
look but do not see. It is easer to solve a metric upon
the non-existent visual information, which lead in poor
perception. Non-existent visual information could happen
when the human do not look to the source of risk (obstacle
with collision probability), or when he has not look at it
recently enough. In addition, the way of looking may lead
in a degree of visual information available to a deeper
cognition process. Fortunately, we want to know when
the user is distracted so we can help him with the force
feedback. Our metric estimate the visual inattention which
leads on poor perception.
The mathematics approach of the method let us to intro-
duce the metric in a control closed loop, and this charac-
teristic is difficult to achieve due to the complex nature of
the human factors involved. However, in future works it is
needed to improve the model of the variable A, due to the
actual one do not considers some important aspects as de
distance of the object and its velocity. This will determine
the minimum sample time of the visual inspection that is
needed to estimate the trajectory of the obstacles.
Poor perception, generally will end on bad commands since
perception is the first stage of the situation awareness
(SA), and SA comes before a decision making stage. So
in order to take advantage on the features of our metric
proposed, other important improvement in future works
will consist varying the elasticity of the impedance law in
the remote robot controller. I can also be proportional to
the metric proposed due to a permanent activation can be
a bit obtrusive.
Finally, the incorporation of the metric proposed in the
force feedback law should be deeply analyzed after defin-
ing some evaluation metrics upon the main issues (like
high collision probability among the experiment, time to
complete the task, heterogeneity on metrics performance,
etc.)
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a definition of a metric on user visual
inattention in bilateral teleoperation systems has been
proposed. It was also defined and tested a quantitative
method for the metric concept proposed, which corre-
sponds to the type of process indices methods and satisfies
the requirement to be used as continuous feedback in
control applications. This characteristic allows to develop
Human-Machine Systems considering the visual selective
attention in the design. The method present a theoretical
and mathematical framework which allows to incorporate
different issues in the processing of visual stimuli, like
the one incorporated in this work (fovea region and the
short term sensory store). The metric was included in a
teleoperation control system, particularly in the local site
where the damping of the movement of the master device
rise depending on the human visual inattention. The sta-
bility of the system is assured and the tuning parameters
conditions are given based on a Lyapunov analysis.
Finally, an example of a teleoperation of a mobile robot
was considered, where the metric was satisfactorily com-
puted in a human in the loop experiment.
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